Travel Without Vaccination

Florence Newbauer
Many eager-saved practices for your well-being have been culled from Buckeye Cookery, by Margaret Ellen Woods, Blue River, Ore.

Kalsomine - Cover one-fourth to one-third of thick or fresh powdered paint, according to the dryness of the size and the thickness of the dry coatings desired. When necessary, mix with a little water until yellow; brush cellar walls. When necessary, save dry; brush cellar walls. When necessary, mix with a little water until yellow; brush cellar walls.

Badly Fitting Doors—Cover the area with several layers of newspaper to prevent the wood from swelling or shrinking due to differences in temperature. How does the ideas presented in the February 6 issue of the Beacon relate to the New People? What different practices or beliefs are involved in these two movements? How do these practices reflect their respective cultural contexts? What implications do these practices have for the future of grass roots movements or alternative communities?